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Résumé. 2014 L’évolution des composantes de la vitesse dans le sillage d’un cylindre est étudiée dans
la gamme 40  Re  300 par anémométrie Laser Doppler à défilement de franges. Le paramètre
d’ordre (amplitude de la fluctuation de vitesse perpendiculaire) suit la loi de Landau. L’existence de
plusieurs modes est vérifiée et des effets tridimensionnels sont observés et interprétés lorsque deux
modes co-existent. La dépendance des grandeurs critiques en fonction du rapport d’aspect est égale-
ment donnée.

Abstract. 2014 The evolution of the velocity components of the wake behind a cylinder has been investi-
gated in the range 40  Re  300 using a moving fringe Laser Doppler anemometer. The order
parameter (amplitude of the perpendicular velocity fluctuations) obeys Landau’s law. We confirm
the existence of several modes and in particular, we observe and interpret a three-dimensional motion
that occurs when two modes co-exist The dependence of critical quantities on the aspect ratio is also
given.
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1. Introduction.

A considerable quantity of work has been devoted to internal flows, for which theoretical models
have been developed to explain the behaviour at the instability threshold and far from it [1].
However in the prolific literature concerning external flows where the theoretical approach offers
large difficulties, only few studies have been carried out near the threshold. For example to our
knowledge there is a stability analysis of an inviscid wake [2], which can give neither the threshold
value nor the dependence of the oscillation amplitude as a function of the Reynolds number.
The major features of the flow have been known since the work of Benard [3] or Von Karman [4].

For Re  4 the flow simply creeps; at higher values of Re a recirculation zone appears formed
by two symmetric eddies attached behind the cylinder. An instability appears at Re ~ 40 in
which these eddies are convected away alternately to form a double row of oppositely signed
vortices : the Benard-Von Karman vortex street.

Previous numerical and experimental studies have been concerned with measurements of the
pressure distribution, the drag, the frequency of the vortex-crossing, and to a lesser extent of
velocity distributions in the wake. In this paper we present results concerning the properties of
the flow in the settled pattern. The results bear mainly on four points : the amplitude of time-
dependent part of the velocity, the derivation of the « Roshko-Reynolds » relation, the influence
of the aspect-ratio, and three-dimensional effects.
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2. Apparatus.

This kind of experiment requires very flat velocity profiles and a residual turbulence level as low as
possible in the upstream flow. The open-circuit wind-tunnel used here has a 16/1 contraction
ratio. The square test-section of size L = 99 mm is made of plexiglass and is 700 mm long. The air
flow is regulated by sonic throat and calibrated by Laser Doppler Anemometry ; the speed ranges
from 7.5 cm. s -1 to 75 cm. s - 1. The velocity profiles are flat with a variation of less than ± 1 %
over Le = 70 mm of the test section and the free-stream turbulence is less than 0.3 %. The eleven
cylinders used in this work are made of rectified and polished steel. The diameters d are known
with an accuracy of 0.5 % and range from 1.3 mm to 20 mm. When necessary we have taken into
account the flow acceleration produced by a low blockage ratio. In our experiments, the blockage
ratio is equal to the aspect ratio L/d due to the square section of the wind-tunnel. The optical part
of the laser anemometer including the frequency shifter based on a rotating radial diffraction
grating [5] was built in the laboratory. The technique of frequency shifting is necessary whenever
the velocity changes sign as is the case for Uy and U r The frequency shifter was designed to pro-
duce an apparent velocity shift which could be adjusted in the range + 10 cm. s -1 to + 30 cm. s -’ .
This was compatible with the oscillating transverse velocity that had a maximum amplitude of
20 cm . s - 1. The spatial resolution is 100 Ilm and the accuracy is about 0.3 %. The streaklines have
been visualized by local seeding associated with laser tomography. The sheet of laser light could
be rotated to visualize any desired axial cut of the test section. The smoke was injected via 0.5 mm
holes in the walls of hollow cylinders. These cylinders were limited to the range 6 mm to 10 mm.
The Doppler Signal is processed by a TSI counter model 1980 and the analogic output, propor-
tional to the speed, is analysed in real time (analyser Rockland F.F.T. 512 S). The mean sampling
frequency is about 2 500 Hz; the analogic signal, low pass filtered, can then be considered as a
good representation of the velocity for frequencies up to around 50 Hz. In all cases the measure-
ments are made at the point (5~ 0, 0) (Fig. 1) to avoid any boundary effects.

Fig. 1. - Definition of the geometry.

3. Results.

3.1 OSCILLATION THRESHOLD. - As for a duct flow, the critical value of Reynolds number
depends on a number of parameters : the aspect ratio JL/~ the shear stress rate and the freestream
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turbulence level. Different authors advance values distributed over the range 34  Re  48 [6-
10]. Shair et al. [11] have plotted different values of Ree versus aspect ratio L/d - the extrapolated
value for infinite L/d yields Roshko or Kovasznay’s value : Ree = 40. A more complete and recent
set of measurements made by Nishioka and Sato [10] leads to the limiting value : Ree = 48.
We have observed, in agreement with the previously quoted authors, a variation of Ree with the
aspect ratio. Corrected values ~~ have been calculated to take into account the finite size of the
test section when the blockage ratio L/d is not very large. In fact, an effective length Le equal to the

width of the velocity profile is used instead of L : ~~" = Rec 1 - d (Fig. 2). Our experi-yp ~ 

B L e 
~ g ) I~

mental values of Re~~r‘ are well represented by the following cubic expression :

with

within the accuracy of the measurements (1 % for Re), the limiting value (for L/d infinite) Re~~" -
47.0 is in good agreement with the one advanced by Nishioka and Sato.

Fig. 2. - Critical Reynolds number versus aspect ratio. 8 : Non corrected values ; + : Corrected values.

3.2 THE TRANSVERSE VELOCITY, ORDER PARAMETER OF THE TRANSITION. - Figure 3 shows, for
three of the cylinders, the square of the transverse amplitude velocity ( U y 0)2 as a function of (Re-
Ree), on a logarithmic plot : the critical exponent associated with the amplitude is 0.50 ± 0.01 for all
of the eleven cylinders investigated. We may deduce that the Benard-Von Karman instability is
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Fig. 3. - Transverse kinetic energy versus (Re-Re~). In a log-log plot a linear regression gives a slope equal
to :

- d = 0.20 cm : 1.01 +0.01
- d = 0.60 cm : 1.01 +0.01
- d = 2.00 cm 0.98 :t 0.01.

characterized, to the present accuracy of measurements, by a direct bifurcation and can be des-
cribed by the real part of the Landau equation [12-13] :

For any cylinder the velocity amplitude is given by :

which is the steady solution to Landau equation for the amplitude where QR = ~(~-J~e)
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In dimensionless form :

where and v is the kinematic viscosity.

The coefficient 0.15 is a typical value of the location (5d, 0, 0) investigated. Further experiments are
undertaken to study the spatial variation of the amplitude.
The dependence (Lld) - ’-’ describes our experiments where the aspect ratio is in the range

4.96  L/d  76.3.

3.3 THE ROSHKO-REYNOLDS RELATION IN THE LANDAU MODEL. - From dimensional analysis,
two dimensionless frequencies can be built up, which are the Strouhal number St = ~!7~ [14]
and the Roshko number Ro = StRe = jd2/v [8]. The well known linear relation Ro = aRe + b
can be deduced from the imaginary part of the Landau equation :

where shedding frequency

and : shedding frequency at the threshold.

It follows that Ro = aRe + b with a =

It is thus evident that the « Roshko-Reynolds » relation is also compatible with a Landau model.

3.4 THE TWO OSCILLATING MODES. - For the low aspect-ratio cylinders (L/d  12.4) the
« Ro/Re » relation describes well the experimental results up to Re ~ 300.
However the higher aspect-ratio cylinders do present a change of mode apparently of the same

nature as the one observed by Tritton in 1959 [15-16] and also by Berger and Wille [17], and which
has been discussed in a long debate by Gaster [18-19] without conclusion.

Figure 4 shows the variation of Ro and ( U °)2 versus Re, experimentally observed for the 6 mm
diameter cylinder, and we can distinguish three zones : the a and c zones where the frequency is
characterized uniquely by a single line in the power spectrum and the b zone which presents two
incommensurate frequencies characterizing the two modes. In this zone the energy decreases by 6
or 7 dB before increasing once again in the c zone : This property had been already observed
but less clearly by Tritton [15].
We have also investigated [7~) - the velocity component parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

UZ(t) is almost zero in the a zone : (U °)2/(U o)2 N 10 - 2. The energy associated with UZ(t) increases
suddenly and strongly in the biperiodic regime (b zone) and exhibits once again a smooth growth
in the c zone. In the b regime this signal has a characteristic saw-tooth shape (Fig. 5a). Its power
spectrum shows a low frequency line equal to the difference of frequencies of the two modes.
There is a simultaneous evolution of Uz(t) and of the vortex lines observed by the light sheet in

the x-z plane (Fig. 5b). The vortex lines have a progressive but strong bending (oc, Fig. 5a) followed
by a fast jump (~, Fig. 5a) to the primitive state, where the vortex lines are parallel to the cylinder.
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Fig. 4. - a) The two oscillating modes : Frequency versus Re. Our results - ~ - ; Tritton’s low speed
mode - - - ; Tritton’s high speed mode -. b) The two oscillating modes : Energy versus Re. In our experi-
ments d = 0.60 cm ; in Tritton’s experiments d = 0.178 cm.
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Fig. 5. - a) The saw-tooth behaviour of Uz(t). b) Sketch of the time evolution of the vortex lines. (Pho-
tographs are of too poor quality to be reproduced here.)
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We may also remark that the « Ro/Re » relation always has a higher slope in the second mode
despite the similarity in flow-pattern seen through streakline observations. Moreover the Reynolds
number ReM, for which the second mode appears, tends to Ree when L/d increases : This behaviour
is well described by

In addition, a change of sign of the velocity gradient At/~/tT~ produces a change of bending
of the vortex lines. Therefore the growth of the second mode is due both to a high aspect ratio and
a residual velocity gradient. Indeed, differentiation of the dimensional form of the « Ro/Re » rela-
tion gives :

In the present experiments, A/~ 2013 AU xoo L. Gasters’ phenomenological interpretation is

confirmed here and his results completed. We also mention the observation of Gerrard [20] on
three dimensional effects which he attributes to a « variation of velocity magnitude and direction
along the cylinder length ».

4. Conclusion.

This study reports new results concerning the nature of the Benard-Von Karman instability near
the threshold and the dynamics of the wake. In the steady periodic regime the Landau law on
the amplitude of the order parameter is verified - with good accuracy. Moreover, the Landau
equation for the phase allows us to deduce the « Ro/Re » relation. The next step is the investiga-
tion of the transient and forced regimes to provide a more complete check of the Landau equa-
tion ; such work is in progress.
The two modes quoted by some authors (Tritton, Berger, ...) have been clearly observed with

distinct slopes. Moreover, in the coexistence range a three-dimensional motion occurs. The defects
of the velocity profile are responsible for the symmetry breaking but it seems that this spanwise
oscillation is an intrinsic mechanism. As a matter of fact it vanishes for a fixed Reynolds number,
the system oscillating again in a pure mode. Further experiments are planned : Some are related
to the three-dimensional effects (tapered cylinders, shear flow, several points measurements),
other ones to the interesting problem of the growth of the recirculation zone.
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